
SENATE.... No. 278.

The Committee on Public Charitable Institutions, to whom was
referred the Annual Reports of the several State institutions,
the Second Annual Report of the Board of State Charities,
and an Order to visit such of the charitable institutions of
the Commonwealth as they may deem necessary, respectfully
submit the following

The great principle that all men are created equal in the
“ essentials of manhood ” and with inalienable rights, had so
far penetrated the policy of the Commonwealth as to inaugu-
rate, many years ago, in our legislation, a system of charity
toward the children of ignorance, misfortune and vice among
us. The benign-spirit has increased, as shown by the amount of
money drawn from the common treasury for this purpose. The
interest in its holy work has not waned, as shown by the multi-
plied labors thrown on this Committee year by year. When to
this you add the creation of the Board of State Charities, for
the better administration of the bounty of the Commonwealth,
at a cost of twenty thousand dollars annually, and this year
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the appointment of another Joint special committee on the cost
of State Charities, the desire is manifest to make them more
effective at less cost. This suggests the two points to which we
desire to direct attention in this Report, viz. :

Ist. Do these public charitable institutions accomplish their
work ? 2d. If so, are the results worth the cost ?

The utilitarian spirit of our people asks for results. To the
Yankee nothing is considered effective, unless by it, marked,
tangible ends are attained. To the more direct and concise
answer to the inquiry concerning the results of our public
charities, let the institutions fall into three great classes—
Reformatories, Asylums and Almshouses.

Does the first class show us anything gained by them ? Do
the reformatories bring back to virtue and usefulness any of
those under their training • and care ? Scores of respectable
men and women, once inmates of them, give the answer.
Many doubt even this reply. Their views are colored by
some inmate they have known from them whose subsequent
history is bad. What proportion the good must bear to the bad,
to entitle us to pronounce them a success, is yet a question to
be settled by many facts gathered from these institutions
all over the Christian world. This success has not yet found
its gauge. But a Christian estimate of the worth of one soul
saved will pronounce the verdict.

The Reform School at Westborough points to her large re-in-
forcement to the army engaged in industrial pursuit,—to the
few who have reached the various professions,—to the many
who as heroes honored both the State and the institution in the
armies of the Union,—the nautical ship presents her column of
names in the merchant service and navy not less meritorious,
while the Industrial School at Lancaster complements these
sterner qualities with woman’s care, culture and love, as if to
fasten on us the conviction, that all these children of disobe-
dience and crime only need guidance, training, and proper
instruction to make respectable, self-supporting members of
society. So far we trace tangible results. But above and
beyond these there is a moral effect which is inward and only
known to Him who reads hearts. To how many there may be
a power holding them back even in a career not all we desire—-
saving from utter degradation at last—the righteous judge
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shall finally see in their souls something attained as the result
of our efforts never fully manifest hero. Before God some
prodigal returning to his home, weary and hungry, may faint
and fall by the way but at last to be met a great way from that
home with a paternal welcome. In a word, a fair estimate of
all these institutions do for a boy or girl must take into con-
sideration what they were when committed to them, the acci-
dents of inherited tendencies, neglect, evil influences and the
degradation they had reached. The moral success is no abso-
lute standard to which all must come, but the actual gain made.
The mere culture given in them is no slight success. Its
effect on the after life must be great. The higher ideal it
awakens is prophetic of better things to come. It is of no
small importance to every boy and girl in the land, but espec-
ially to these children of wretchedness and squalid want, to be
possessed and stimulated by such an ideal—absolutely essen-
tial to reform. Love for a clean dwelling, wholesome meals,
pure air, with a high appreciation of the comforts and ameni-
ties of home, must gleam through every cloud they pass in
after life to make the work of reform complete.

The well regulated family system so successfully commenced
at Westborough and Lancaster afford such an ideal. Already
we hear the objection raised, this ideal is too high, and will
have a tendency to make these children discontented and
unhappy in their lot in after life. One thing is certain—-
men never live above their ideal. To merely live is animal.
These inmates of reformatories are human beings. They
are made for endless progress. Can we have for them no
higher aim than to merely stay hereV Wo have turned
with some pride to the ideal of better cattle which has
taken full possession •of those who have charge of many
of these institutions. Out of it has grown improved herds—-
better forms with higher qualities for the dairy or the
table. Shall not this higher ideal of a man’s life culminate in
nobler specimens of humanity sent from these reformatories 1
Shall not the desire for a home above the filth of a dank and
dark cellar or the miserable garret, where the winds, rains and
snows of heaven have free ingress—lead them ever onward as
the light of stars the benighted traveller. This is the only ideal
they may ever get. Shall not then a cleanly, well-arranged and
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provided home, impress childhood with a great and true ideal
how to live here ? If it shall take deep hold of every heart, so it
never can be erased, it will be a power within them to impel,
amid all degradation, a strife for something better. This motive
prompts to the greatest energy and sacrifice among men ; gives
force and persistency to character, the greatest boon these
children of crime and ignorance want, even more than money
or raiment; for it lies at the bottom of all progress.

The schools, the libraries, too, add a still higher power, as
they decrease the control of the animal appetites. Knowledge,
however gained, awakens one’s higher nature. Gives to it in
some measure its throne. Reconstructs, as it were, the man.
Without moral principle it may fail to save the tempted, but
its tendency is ever upward. In every soul exists the love of
excitement. It will ever remain there. Through all degra-
dation it exerts its fire, often pressing down to lower deeps of
vice as it seeks gratification in sensual pleasures. Let one
experience the satisfaction the pursuit of knowledge can give,
and it will remain as the remembrance of a delicious repast
to which they can turn when they will. In this land of books
and papers such a fountain is open by the door of the humblest
man.

Let, then, the taste for the pleasures of the mind be awakened
in these children, and it shall be like an angel above them draw-
ing from haunts of vice and crime. Such a hope is awakened
in the superior schools of our State institutions. This, at least,
is the case in regard to the culture of those outside our reforma-
tories. And we are sure that in the essentials which go to
make up true manhood and womanhood all children are alike.
The accidents of birth, training, and inherited tendency are
left to be remedied by the culture and care of the benevolent.
The time spent in these schools may be somewhat dispropor*
tioned to the time spent in labor in some of these institutions;
but the power of culture as an instrument of reform cannot be
doubted. Crown it with moral principle—-love of God, of
truth, of man—and that reform is perfect. As light to the
eye, or breath to a living body, so are morality and religion
to the moral strength of man. Awaken the moral sense, give
potency to conscience, let the voice of God speak in every soul,
and the temptations of vice and crime fall before such, like
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arrows from a shield. Here, too, the almoners of the State
bounty are agreed ; and through all ways, by the lore of home,
the improvement of mind, the personal influence of teachers,
superintendents and matrons, the study of the divine Word
and ministrations of the gospel, they are seeking to awaken
the higher nature of these children.

This, undoubtedly, is the difficult part of the work to be
done for these children ; but the encouraging fact that the
human and divine will join in all this task is before us, and
enough of the good fruits of these institutions is already
gathered to say to all, Be faithful to the end, and in due season
you shall reap. Feeling, however, how important this work is,
and pressed by especial orders to the same inquiry, we asked if
more could not be done in this direction.

After a careful consideration we felt all needed laws for such
an effect were already enacted. The advance must come from
increased interest, higher consecration, greater wisdom of
trustees, superintendents and teachers. With a liberal spirit,
the State debars no denomination of Christians, no forms of
faith, from helping on the great work. Without sectarianism,
we trust this moral power, this love of God and man, enthroned
in the hearts of these wards of the State, shall be the ultimate
aim in all our institutions of reform ; for this is the road to a
success on which time and eternity will set the seal of God’s
approval.

If we turn to the asylums, they present other results no less
marked. Those for the insane ever remain among our noblest
charities. In them gather two classes of patients, the curable
and incurable. There is much which presses upon us for utter-
ance here, but we commend to the attention of the legislature
the able Report of the Board of State Charities for 1866 on
this subject. We would urge on the attention of those to whom
is committed the care of these asylums, the importance of
providing healthy employment for a large class in them.

The Asylum for the Blind still continues to give its good
fruit, in the means of usefulness and enjoyment it puts in the
hands of those deprived of the important sense of sight. Under
its potency many are changed from mere consumers, and objects
of charity, to self-supporting and productive members of society.
We regret that there is a want of general knowledge in the
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community compelling us, for proper instruction of these unfor-
tunates, to keep this institution constantly going. We should
be glad to see these blind mingling with our children, attend-
ing and properly instructed at our common schools, and wel-
comed to our firesides so freely that this defect in their organi-
zation should not produce remark or surprise. Such a state
of things would be better for them. Their peculiarities engen-
dered by their misfortunes would have less to feed upon, and
be less marked. But such a state of the community does not
now exist. So also with the deaf and dumb. They must for
the present have a general asylum to which they can go. We
want in that general spirit of benevolence, and in time and
knowledge, which .would enable us to provide for the blind and
dumb in our families. We cannot therefore agree with the
Board of State Charities in their suggestions on this subject.
With a few exceptions, to leave these unfortunates to such
instruction and care as might be found in families, would be
equivalent to turning away from the silent pleading of blind
eyes, deaf ears and dumb tongues, without an answer, and for
bread give them a stone. We must add the hope of even
better things, inspired by the devotion, interest and life mani-
fest in those who have the care of these asylums.

But if we turn from these to the feeble-minded, we find tire
fruit again of our charity, in some made self-supporting mem-
bers of society, and many made decent members of families.
No education will entirely overcome defects so constitutional.
But to strengthen these weaknesses so that the feeble-minded
are not a constant source of chagrin to their families, is accom-
plishing far more than was once thought possible, and meets
the expectation of reasonable men.

But when we come to our almshouses, we have less to say of
results. It is a serious question whether the evils they foster
may not be equal to those they remit. They are well adminis-
tered, as far as we know. But whether the facts that four
thousand paupers drift through these houses in a year,—•
staying on an average three and a half or four months in them
each year,—carrying the taint of pauperism everywhere,—with-
out self-respect generally,—and a disposition to excessive indul-
gence ofanimal appetites constantly,—with the cases of bastardy
repeated so often by the same mother, are not such as to con-
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deixm the system, may be a question of the most serious impor-
tance. At any rate, your Committee commend most heartily
the legislation of this winter, as an experiment in the right
direction. We wait for the result with the hope it may relieve
our doubt as to the wisdom of a continuance of our present
system.

Let us add that though in all our almshouses we found excel-
lent schools, we cannot for one moment countenance the idea
that the innocent children ofpoverty should be retained in them
one moment beyond the opportunity to put them in good fami-
lies. The home, the family, are God’s training field and
teachers of children ; the place to make true men and women.
The diploma from an almshouse will always be a doubtful
passport to a good and useful position in life-. We trust that
this experiment, if not already, will be at once abandoned at
Tewksbury.

Such are results. They may be more indefinite than we
should be glad to see, but they are by no means inconsiderable.
We hoped the law of last year permitting each county to erect
reformatories on a small scale would have given us added results
to report. But we have yet to know of any effort in this direc-
tion, but must commend the law of last year as suggestive of
what might help on the good work of reform still more. But
while we call attention to the results of your charity, we do
not forget the cost at which they are purchased. It reaches
now the sum of half a million of dollars. Are the results worth
the enormous cost ?

We again say, you cannot estimate a moral effect by its cost
in dollars and cents ; yet it would not be difficult to show that
reform and health were more economical to the State than
crime and disease among those who so largely receive of her
bounty. We will not repeat the details on which such estimate
may be made. Let us commend to your attention the exhaus-
tive reports of the Secretary of the Board of State Charities,
and the General Agent for such data. We have only to say, as
we pass, that while thrift and economy seem to be apparent in
most of the charitable institutions, and especially so at Bridge-
water and Taunton, they do cost us too much. We are aware
that some of this outlay is re-imbufsed to the State through the
towns, still the cost remains too large.
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Let us also condemn with strong language that disposition,
often manifested, to disburse the money of the State with less
careful counting of cost than would be shown in expending
money for personal ends and from a personal purse. Why
should not the State be able to care for her wards as cheaply as
individuals could do it, but for this want of care ? This is a
marked fact. We hardly know of any especial appropriation
asked from the State for some especial and needed object that
the cost of it has not exceeded the apj>ropriation, and in some
cases by thousands of dollars. It has been so in the building
for the incurable insane at Tewksbury. It was so in the
purchase of the new school ship.

Again : we are not sure that the officers are as careful to
manage the labor and husband the time of these institutions as
they would their own, for instance. We know the difficulty of
doing this. But before an earnest, well-directed mind no diffi-
culty can be insuperable. We want only a determination to
overcome them, and a way will open. We were glad to find
that the family system, in our reformatories promising so
much, is not more expensive than the congregated system,
where no such promise is given. But the boys in our reform
schools should have all the out-door work possible. We
cannot but Hope, with the healthy stimulants under the
family system, we shall find as good practical education given,
with less time spent in the school-room than formerly, and
more bestowed on profitable labor. We have under-estimated
the power of labor to educate men for life. That which devel-
ops ingenuity and skill is among the highest educators. Study
of books and labor go hand in hand to make a practical, effi-
cient man. Agriculture presents the greatest variety for such
a development. It may not test so fully the powers of the
mind as mechanical labor, but this is more than compensated
in. the healthy tone it imparts to body and soul.

For this reason we hail as a good omen the effort to make
the farm labor more remunerative and more general at West-
borough. It seems also more in consonance with the wise
designs of its original projector and founder. Such labor,
with a market near at hand, may be yet made profitable.
Each year forces to our attention the necessity of making
such a combined system of labor in all these institutions as to
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make it most productive, and thus relieve the State of the
pecuniary burden she now bears for them. We have a right
to demand this as we advance. Each year shows some gain in
the separate institutions in this respect, and we shall soon
expect some plan for a combination of the labor of all, which
will relieve an overburdened treasury.

We trust also the cost of disbursing our charities may be
less. We have questioned whether the visit of this and other
committees to these institutions—though at a nominal cost
now, through the courtesy of our railroad corporations in pass-
ing such over their roads on these errands, free of expense—-
might not be dispensed with, as long as a Board of State Char-
ities is maintained.

The improvement of our pauper system, and a higher inter-
est by all the citizens of the Commonwealth in the good work,
will soon make the people a Board of State Charities, whose
judgment and aid may be relied upon for an effective system of
public charity. And while we would congratulate the legisla-
ture on so many noble charities, dispensed with such gratifying
results, we urge the necessity of the watching and remedying
of defects, until our charities shall culminate in results which
remove the causes now producing the need, and requiring the
cost of such a system of public benevolence.

Y. G. HURD,
GEO. S. BALL,

Of the Senate.

THOMAS RICE, Jr.,
Z. E. STONE,
J. H. BATCHELDER,
PLINY WOOD,
BERNARD CULLEN,

Of the House.
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